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"Yes to protecting the Alps"
People in Switzerland want a transport policy that's sustainable. Thanks to us, freight that shuttles between
the north and the south finds its way under – and not over – the Alps. Working on behalf of the Swiss
Confederation, we transfer trucks weighing up to 44 tonnes onto the rail network and transport them right
the way through Switzerland. This relieves the roads of traffic, conserves resources and cuts emissions.
– That's why we do it.

"Using the rolling highway pays off"
Our alternative to road transport is attractive and economical. No congestion; regular, scheduled services;
no customs formalities at the borders; efficient use of statutory rest periods; and Switzerland's night and
Sunday bans on commercial vehicle movements do not apply. All this with an outstanding safety record and
competitive pricing.
– That's our vocation.

"Glorious fresh morning air"
90,000 fewer truck movements on Swiss roads. We help save nitrogen oxides and particulate matter, plus
25,000 tonnes of CO 2 – equivalent to the annual output of a municipality of almost 5,500 inhabitants. The
rolling highway offers everything our customers need to meet their environmental responsibilities.
– That's our conviction.

"Fast, clean and reliable"
We set quality standards in partnership with our owners BLS, the Swiss Federal Railways and Hupac, and
constantly monitor our performance in the key areas of punctuality, safety and reliability. Always with an eye
on the future, which calls for innovation and improvement. The rolling highway is the insider tip for
transalpine heavy goods traffic.
– That's our aspiration.

"Safety without compromise"
The key maxim that guides us is safety: we're focused on prevention, adherence to regulations and
standards, and a fast, targeted response in the event of an incident. Customers and staff need to feel
comfortable, and above all, safe. No ifs, no buts.
– That's our responsibility.

"Something big's happening and I'm part of it"
As a small company we offer an exciting, up-to-the-minute working environment. Our staff are our most
important potential for success; they contribute their expertise to team-oriented cooperation and maintain a
positive working atmosphere. Passion makes us the backbone of the rolling highway. That's what we're
working on today, tomorrow and beyond. For our customers and our environment – a good move.
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